Friends Center for Children
Weekly Email to FCfC Families
Dear Community,
We hope that this email finds you well, and would
like to thank you all for your continued efforts to
remain in contact with, and connected to us while we
continue to maintain physical distance. From your
responses to and involvement in our YouTube Read
Alouds, to your very sweet ClassDojo photos, and
organization of and participation in some virtual
Morning Meetings, your efforts tighten the threads of
the fabric which holds us all together. Thank you for
keeping us together in spirit. You are so appreciated,
and so loved!
-The FCfC Team

We invite you to take a moment to enjoy this beautiful, uplifting gift to the world from the
Rotterdam Orchestra: Rotterdam Orchestra
Audible is offering free books to read and listen while schools are closed. We encourage you to
find something interesting to get settled in and cozy to, when and if you are able to.
Free Books - Audible
Here’s the next set of FCfC YouTube Channel Read Alouds available to all of you, from our
wonderful staff!
Friends Center for Children YouTube Channel

Finally, if it helps you to unplug from the news this week, our team has been finding delight and
inspiration in the new Netflix documentary series: 'Babies.'
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Making your own Mood Meter Sock Puppets at home:
Here is a fun idea to keep you and your children busy at home while practicing social
distancing with materials that can sometimes be found in your home.

Learning Opportunities:
●
●
●
●
●

Expressive language development-feeling words vocabulary
Storytelling, pretend or imaginative play skills
Great for self-esteem – a sense of achievement and pride
Creative thinking skills
Fine motor development

Material ideas:
We colored the socks by
submerging them in a mix of
water with few drops of food
coloring. You can also use
paint colors mixed in water.
Let them dry and they are
ready to decorate. Use any
materials around the house, we
used some yarn, construction
paper, and pouch tops from the
recycling.

Getting started:
Think of feeling words in each Mood Meter quadrant that
you want your puppet to represent. Here are some ideas
for inspiration:
Surprised puppet
Mellow puppet
Grumpy puppet
Disappointed puppet
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This is a great opportunity to practice facial expressions in front of a mirror.

Queries throughout the process to inspire thoughts:
What feeling would you like your puppet to represent?
What does this feeling word look like? Sound like? Feel like?
Have you ever felt that way?
What do you look like when you feel that way?

Puppet show:
The exciting parts of making your own puppet is getting creative. Giving your puppet a name
and its own unique voice.
Please feel free to share some pictures of the puppets your family creates.
Happy Creating!
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Awareness
The federal government has reopened insurance enrollment due to COVID. As of right now, Open
Enrollment is available until April 2nd.

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Due to exceptional circumstances, qualified UNINSURED CT
residents can enroll during a NEW SPECIAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD until April 2,
2020. Call 855-365-2428 (Monday – Friday,8 am – 5 pm).
In the event that someone needs insurance, please see the information in this link Open Enrollment NPR
And visit: https://www.accesshealthct.com/

Please take a moment to look through the following information from PEER - Partnership for
Early Education Research. The link below will take you to an article titled, “Parenting in the
Time of Coronavirus” and also provides helpful information to families on how to help children
cope, as well as how to advocate for families and childcare providers.
PEER - Partnership for Early Education Research
Sopa Soup store in New Haven offers free soup deliveries for food insecure
families:https://www.sopanewhaven.com/sopa-loves-nh

CALLING ALL SEWISTS!
Make Haven: Instructions for Sewing Masks

Contact Your Members of Congress Now!
(From First Five Years Fund) We need your help to ensure the child care industry receives the
crucial support it needs to survive the mounting economic uncertainty
URGENT Congressional Request
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Notes from EWBC

PEACE
Peace is often experienced by Friends as they “listen to the still, small voice” or the light within.
The commitment to peace comes from the belief that there is goodness in every person. Peace
calls us to seek the light in every person despite our differences. Peace requires us to listen to one
another and be open to connection as we look for common ground.
Peace requires an active commitment to cooperation, seeking to coexist with others on a path of
harmony. Peace means seeking creative responses to conflict, with gentleness, kindness, respect,
and honoring of spirit in each of us. Peace involves recognizing and affirming individual worth,
being present to one another, and striving to meet the basic needs of all people. Peace is coming
together and experiencing being part of something larger than our own perspective. Peace means
choosing love over fear.
Friends' teachings on peace ask us to seek the goodness in those with whom we disagree, or our
“enemies”. Quakers believe that nonviolent confrontation of evil and peaceful reconciliation are
always preferable to violent measures. Peace does not mean that Quakers engage only in passive
resignation. They often practice passionate, non-violent activism.
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Ways to help children experience and understand Peace
Environment and Expectations
● During play times, let children move freely through the room, respecting boundaries and
structure.
● Help children direct or contain their energy as needed. Offer a calming or focusing
activity or an outlet for energy—a walk outside, a mindfulness exercise.
● Give children room to move and breathe.
● Help children spread out when an area gets crowded—quietly invite two or three
children to a new area of the room. Draw their attention to a different toy or activity.
● Pay attention to where children are and move with them to make sure an adult is
present in each area.
● Make transitions in small groups whenever possible.
● Create routines for transitions to promote secure, peaceful adjustments.
● Provide toys and activities that will be especially enjoyable for each developmental age
group.
Modeling
● Think about what peace means to you.
● Find a peaceful feeling in you. Bring that feeling with you when you come to be with
the children.
● Be fully present—set aside distractions. Focus on the children and put them first.
● Notice when feeling unpeaceful; have a breath, pause to find ease.
● Respect and take care of yourself, others, and our environment.
● Respect children's needs, desires, and feelings.
● Speak quietly, slowly, and lovingly.
● Move carefully and be gentle with your touch. Offer children hugs and laps, or just a
pat on the back.
Activities and Materials
● Being outdoors and gardening provide a sense of peace.
● Notice when children need room and time to release energy. Mindfulness offers
physical challenge and a chance to rest and become more aware of their bodies.
● Hammering toys provide a positive, focused way to feel powerful.
● Fine motor tasks like pegboards and simple puzzles give children a great sense of
satisfaction as they work at them. Feeling competent lessens their need to
compete.
● Give a few minutes of undivided attention or time alone with a favorite adult.
● Reading, singing, and listening to music promote harmony.
● Sensory play is calming and comforting, when intentionally set up and monitored.
● Being rocked and held by a peaceful person transfers/conveys inner peace.
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Queries on Peace
for personal reflection or for conversation with children
●

What does peace look and sound like in the classroom?

●

How do we teach peaceful play at Friends Center?

● How do we acknowledge and validate others’ opinions and feelings while remaining true
to ourselves?
● How do we nurture peace within ourselves?
● How do I experience peace in my body? How do we help children notice peace in their bodies?
●

How do I quiet my mind? How do we help children slow down their speech and actions?
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